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ABSTRACT

This report presents BIT&NUDT submissions to DCASE2023
challenge Task1[1], which aims to acoustic scene classification
(ASC) with low complexity. Several vision transformers adapted to
audio classification tasks[2, 3]have been proved to be more robust
than CNNs due to their global representations. However, consid-
ering the complexity of self-attention, they seem not fit for light-
weight edge devices. In our submission, we transfer a light-weight
vision transformer, MobileViT[4] from image tasks to ASC. By in-
serting the MobileViT block into CNN, our network can benefit
from both attention global representations and CNN spatial rep-
resentations. Under the parameter memory limitation of 128KB,
we make quantization and convert a part of the parameters to
INT8 for balance between complexity and accuracy. Further more,
we use Decoupled Knowledge Distillation[5] to take advantage of
PaSST[3] teacher models which outperformed in previous DCASE
challenge.

Index Terms— Acoustic Scene Classification, Transformer,
MobileViT, Decoupled Knowledge Distillation, Low-complexity

1. INTRODUCTION

Acoustic scene classification (ASC) is to classify where the given
audio probably occurs. For example, giving an audio describing air-
plane engine and people talking, we estimate it occurs in an airport.
In DCASE2023 Task1, the classification challenge requires device-
robustness and low-complexity for edge devices like Cortex-M4.
The dataset is TAU Urban Acoustic Scenes 2022 Mobile[6], which
pre-defines acoustic scenes to 10 classes. However, it is unbalanced
on audio recording device, with the difficulty of unseen devices in
evaluation set. For the system complexity requirement, it differs
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from 2022’s that the limitation of 128KB is imposed on parameter
memory use but not parameter counts, which means less amount of
available parameters in higher numerical representations.

In common methods to extract audio features, a sound wave
is converted to a spectrogram which can be regarded as an image.
This makes vision transformers can be used in audio classification
and achieve excellent performance as well as in image classifica-
tion. Owing to self-attention, transformer aggregates global repre-
sentations and take maximum use of the input information. How-
ever, this is at the cost of parameter amount. MobileViT is a light-
weight vision transformer that fuses features from transformers and
CNNs, leading to lower complexity and the combination of both ad-
vantages. MobileViT blocks are inserted after convolution layers,
fusing the local CNN representations and global transformer repre-
sentations without losing CNN’s inductive bias. Thus, we design
our ASC models based on MobileViT. After reduction and quan-
tization, they can be compressed under 128KB in total parameter
memory use, and 30M in MACs (multiply-accumulate operations).

Inspired by previous DCASE participants, we adopt Knowl-
edge Distillation to transfer a complex teacher’s domain knowledge
to our light-weight model for better accuracy. Decoupled Knowl-
edge Distillation[5] offers more flexible control of training than the
classical[7] by reconstructing the loss into two parts. We experi-
ment on PaSST, which outperformed in last DCASE challenge, and
make it as a teacher to optimize our model.

2. DATA PROCESSING

The dataset TAU Urban Acoustic Scene 2022 Mobile contains
recordings from 12 European cities in 10 different acoustic scenes
using 4 different devices in 44.1kHz. Additionally, synthetic data
for 11 mobile devices was created based on the original recordings.
All audio segments are 1s which cut from previous 10s segments.
In development set, it contains 64 hours audio records from 9 de-
vices, and only 6 devices in training segments. The evaluation set
contains data from 12 cities, 10 acoustic scenes, 11 devices, where
5 new devices are unseen in the development set. The training set is
unbalanced due to 70% of segments are from device A. To guaran-
tee device-robustness, we make a two-stage data processing, for the
waveforms and the extracted spectrograms.
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2.1. Waveform Processing

We reassemble the original 1s segments to 10s, and randomly cut
slices of 1s for each training epoch, as supposed in [8]. Each 1s
audio is down-sampled to 32kHz, pre-emphasized, and time-shifted
with range ±0.5s. We experiment on adopting pitch shifting and
adding Gauss noise to the audio wave. In training step, we also
apply mixup[9] to the waveforms.

2.2. Spectrogram Processing

The preprocessed audio waveforms are transformed to spectro-
grams. We use a STFT window size 2000, hop size 500 to ex-
tract linear spectrogram, and apply Mel-scaled filter bank of 256
frequency bins on it. After log operation and normalization, the
output spectrogram is in shape 256×64. We make this shape for
alignment with our network input. To make augmentation we ex-
periment with time-masking and frequency-masking. In order to
enhance device generalization capability, we also experiment with
spectrogram cutmix[10] and mixstyle[11], and choose frequency-
wise mixstyle to process the unbalanced device information.

3. MODEL ARCHITECTURE

Self-attention spectrogram networks originated from vision trans-
formers have been proved to be robust in different tasks recently[2,
3, 12, 13, 14]. Unlike image tasks, an audio CNN has to be designed
with a suitable receptive filed (RF)[15], that is fixed by the model
structure. Benefit from self-attention, a transformer offers learnable
receptive filed[16], which we intuit it brings robustness on unseen
devices. However, it seems unconventional to use a transformer
in resource-constrained circumstances due to its high complexity.
In this section, we present our model based on MobileViT[4], a
light-weight vision transformer, which makes it possible to intro-
duce self-attention into small networks.

3.1. MobileViT

MobileViT is designed for edge devices which achieves consider-
able accuracy and generalization capability under strict parameter
limitation. It consists of both convolution layers and transformer
layers. In a MobileViT block, convolution layers offer spatial-aware
local representations with inductive bias for images. These local
representations are split into multiple patches, and unfolded for a
transformer to encode global representations like classical ViT[17]
does. There is no need for positional encoding since the global rep-
resentations are folded back to a feature map later, which will make
an concatenation with the previous CNN local representations. The
concatenated features are fused via another following convolution
layer. To reduce the parameters and MACs, MobileViT blocks are
inserted after light-weight CNN blocks for down-sampling, e.g. In-
verted Residual blocks used in MobileNetv2[18]. In MobileViTv3
block[19] it applies depthwise separable convolutions and 1×1 con-
volutions for further reduction of the parameters, and adds a short-
cut from input to the fused representation.

3.2. Transfer from Image to Audio

To adapt MobileViT block and MobileViTv3 block to audio task,
we use Log Mel spectrogram as the input. The shape should be fit
for unfolding and folding. Original image input of MobileViT is
3×256×256, with height and width both a power of 2, that means

the input can be always 2 × 2 patched when it is repeatedly down-
sampled by half. Considering the short input in our task, we set time
dimension to 64. And the channel is set to 1 for mono recordings.
Thus, the input shape is 1 × 256 × 64 for channel, frequency and
time. In the blocks, we use default configuration of convolution
kernel size (n, n) = (3, 3), and patch size (h,w) = (2, 2) as they
satisfy h,w ≤ n which means each pixel can make use of all other
pixel information. We named the transferred model as MobileAST.

3.3. Model Architecture

We compare MobileViT block with MobileViTv3 block in Mo-
bileAST, and apply MobileViTv3 block which provides less param-
eters as shown in Table 1. The convolution feature is concatenated
with attention feature and a residual connection from input to out-
put is applied. We also cut the channels and transformer encoding
dimensions to make a light version in Table 2. The input spectro-
gram is down-sampled with a regular convolution layer first, and
the MobileNetv2 blocks are used, expanding channels to get ready
for MobileViTv3 block feature fusion. We adjust the transformer
depth D, attention layer dim dl, MLP head dim dm to control the
contribution of MViTv3 block to the whole network. Also, we set
channel width c1, c2, cout and expansion factor e1, e2, e3 to control
the CNN part. At the end, the average-pooling connects the final
convolution layer and the fully connected layer instead of flatten.
This leads to fewer neurons in the fully connected layer. Addition-
ally, we compare the activation SiLU[20] and ReLU, one is used
in original MobileViT to avoid low-dimensional information loss
and the other brings simplicity since ReLU operator can be fused
during quantization, which means larger cout can be used for final
classification at a constrained model size.

Block K C S E O
Input - 1 - - 1× 256× 64

In Conv 3× 3 32 2 - 32× 128× 32
MV2 3× 3 c1 1 e1 c1 × 128× 32
MV2 3× 3 c2 2 e2 c2 × 64× 16

MaxPool 2× 1 - (2,1) - c2 × 32× 16
MViTv3 3× 3 c2 - - c2 × 32× 16

MV2 3× 3 64 2 e3 c2 × 32× 16
Out Conv 1× 1 cout 1 - cout × 16× 8
AvgPool 16× 8 - - - cout × 1× 1
Linear - - - - 10

Table 1: MobileAST Light Architecture, where K = kernel size of
convolution layers, C = channels, S = strides, O = output shape of
the layer, MV2 = MobileNetv2 Blocks, E = expansion factors of
MV2, and MViTv3 = MobileViTv3 Blocks.

4. DECOUPLED KNOWLEDGE DISTILLATION

We adopt the Decoupled Knowledge Distillation to significantly
reduce the complexity and computation of the model under the
premise of ensuring the classification accuracy. In the traditional
knowledge distillation method, as shown in Figure 1, logits are the
output of the fully connected layer of the neural network. The log-
its from the teacher network and the student network are not dis-
tinguished, and the KL divergence of the two networks is directly
calculated. The formula of the KL divergence is as follows:
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Layer K/DL C/H G/DM O
Input - - - c2 × 32× 16 (1)
Conv 3× 3 c2 c2 c2 × 32× 16
Conv 1× 1 dl 1 dl × 32× 16 (2)

Unfold - - - 4× 128× c2
Transformer dl 4 dm 4× 128× c2

Fold - - - c2 × 32× 16
Conv 1× 1 c2 1 c2 × 32× 16

Cat with (2) - dl+c2 - c2 × 32× 16
Conv 1× 1 c2 1 c2 × 32× 16

Add with (1) - - - c2 × 32× 16

Table 2: MobileViTv3 Block in our acoustic model, where K =
kernel size of convolution layers, C = channels, G = groups, O =
output shape of the operation. In transformer layer, DL represents
attention layer dim, H the heads of attention which we fix it to 4,
and DM the MLP feed-forward layer dim. In Unfold, the feature
map is reshaped into (h ∗ w) × (⌈F/h⌉ ∗ ⌈T/w⌉) × dl where we
use patch size h = w = 2.

DKL(p∥q) =
∑
i

pi log
pi
qi

(1)

Where, i represents the discrete value of the probability dis-
tribution, and pi and qi represent the probability value of class i
predicted by the teacher model and the student model respectively.
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Figure 1: Traditional knowledge distillation methods.

This method limits the student’s performance because it is in-
hibited by the teacher’s confidence. The Decoupled Knowledge
Distillation (DKD) method adopted in this work splits the classifica-
tion output of the network prediction into target class and non-target
class, and calculates the KL divergence of the two parts respectively,
as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Decoupled knowledge distillation methods.

To split the logits of the network output, new probability dis-
tributions are defined: the binary probabilities of the target class
and all the other non-target classes, pt and pt, and independently
model probabilities among non-target classes p̂i. T and S denote
the teacher model and the student model, respectively. The knowl-
edge distillation loss function (KD Loss) is defined as follows.

α β T Validation Acc%
1 8 1 56.59
1 8 2 57.27
1 8 4 56.80
5 8 10 56.48
5 10 4 57.79

0.5 10 4 55.17

Table 3: DKD experiments on a MobileAST Light baseline model
with validation accuracy on TAU Urban Acoustic Scenes 2022 Mo-
bile Development Set evaluation fold. The baseline model uses
c1, c2, c3 = (64, 64, 160), e1, e2, e3 = (1, 1, 1) with SiLU acti-
vations.

KD Loss = pTt log(
pTt
pSt

) + pT\tlog(
pT\t

pS\t
) + pT\tΣ

C
i=1,i ̸=tp̂

T
i log(

p̂Ti
p̂Si

)

= KL(bT ||bS) + (1− pTt )KL(pT ||pS)

= TCKD +
(
1− pTt

)
NCKD (2)

The KD loss is reformulated into a weighted sum of two terms,
TCKD (Target Class Knowledge Distillation, TCKD) and NCKD
(Non-Target Class Knowledge Distillation, NCKD). Obviously, the
weight of NCKD is coupled with pTt .

DKD loss function is composed of TCKD and NCKD, and the
weights of both are set separately,

DKD Loss = αTCKD + βNCKD (3)

α and β in Equation 3, and the temperature T as in the common
knowledge distillation are hyperparameters to be optimized. For
teacher, we use PaSST as the teacher model, which is pretrained on
audioset and retrained on TAU Urban Acoustic Scenes 2022 Mobile
Development Set. We use a baseline version of MobileAST Light
as the student model to search for best distillation strategy as shown
in Table 3.

5. QUANTIZATION

We choose post training static quantization (PTSQ) based on Py-
torch FX Graph Mode to partly quantize the parameters into INT8
for balance between accuracy and model size. We fuse all convo-
lution parts of the model, and also fuse linear layer with ReLU in
transformer part. We use the fbgemm back-end to insert per channel
MinMax observer for weights and histogram observer for activa-
tions. And a subset of the Development Set training fold is used for
calibration. After quantization, the total parameter memory use can
be compressed into under 128KB without significant performance
loss.

6. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We trained our models all on the training fold of TAU Urban Acous-
tic Scenes 2022 Mobile Development Set. Each epoch the input au-
dio segments are 1s uniformly sampled from the reassembled 10s.
For teacher model PaSST we use the pretrained weights on audioset
and fine-tune it on the development set. Since the number of classes
changed from 527 to 10, we make average-pooling to the weights
for corresponding layers. The fine-tuning setup is similar to [8],
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Num. c1, c2, cout e1, e2, e3 dl, dm, D Act. Params, MACs, Memory Validation Accuracy
1 (64, 64, 160) (1, 1, 1) (32, 64, 2) SiLU 52.288 K, 23.804 M, 125.885 K 60.82, 58.95
2 (32, 32, 224) (2, 1, 2) (32, 64, 2) ReLU 51.648 K, 28.400 M, 123.654 K 61.34, 60.60
3 (32, 32, 192) (1, 1, 1) (48, 64, 2) ReLU 57.392 K, 13.403 M, 125.650 K 60.58, 59.65
4 (50, -, -) (1, -, -) (64, 64, 2) ReLU 66.114 K, 11.879 M, 125.057 K 61.61, 61.30

Table 4: Submissions using different versions of MobileAST Light, with complexity after quantization and validation accuracy before and
after quantization.

namely patchout=6 on frequency, with stride=10 on both frequency
and time. Specaugment masks on frequency and time are used with
parameter 48 and 20. In the training process, we use Adam opti-
mizer with 1e-3 weight decay. The learning rate warm-up to 1e-5 in
the first 30 epochs and cosine-anneal to 1e-7 until epoch 250. The
teacher is trained over NVIDIA Geforce RTX 2080Ti. For student
models we use the same optimizer, and the training lasts for 600
epochs with learning rate increased to 1e-3 exponentially in first 30
epochs and decreased linearly to 1e-5 until epoch 400. The distil-
lation of submitted models is executed over NVIDIA Geforce RTX
3090.

7. SUBMISSIONS

We make 4 submissions with different hypertuning of Mo-
bileAST Light as shown in Table 4. In these configurations we
apply different CNN or transformer proportion of the whole net-
work, and all of them achieve over 60% accuracy on validation data
(before quantization). We run them on TAU Urban Acoustic Scenes
2023 Mobile Evaluation dataset and generate submission results.
The details for each configuration are following:

• Submission 1 uses 64-channel convolution feature maps for
global fusion with SiLU activation. The MV2 blocks do not use
expansion. The transformer part has 16,896 parameters, 32.3% of
the total. The parameter memory after quantization is 125.885 K.
In distillation, we use α = 5, β = 10, T = 4. We also apply mixup
with α = 0.3 on input waveforms and frequency-wise mixstyle
with α = 0.3, p = 0.6 after spectrum extracting.

• Submission 2 uses 32-channel convolution feature maps for
global fusion with ReLU activation. The first and the last MV2
blocks use expansion=2, this increases some MACs. The trans-
former part stay the same with submission 1, accounts for 32.7%
of the total. After quantization the parameter memory is 123.654
K. In distillation, we use α = 5, β = 10, T = 4. We also ap-
ply mixup with α = 0.3 on input waveforms and frequency-wise
mixstyle with α = 0.3, p = 0.5 after spectrum extracting.

• Submission 3 uses 32-channel convolution feature maps for
global fusion with ReLU activation. We increase the transformer
attention layer dim to 48, making the transformer part contributes
31,424 parameters, 54.8% of the total. The MV2 blocks also do not
use expansion. After quantization, the memory is 125.650 K, sim-
ilar to the previous submissions, but the MACs is down to 13.403
M. The mix and distillation configuration stay the same with Sub-
mission 1.

• Submission 4 uses 50-channel convolution feature maps for
global fusion with ReLU activation. The attention layer dim of
transformer expands to 64, leading to 75.7% of the network is con-
tributed by transformer. We have to cut more CNN parts under com-
plexity limitation. The In Conv layer is changed to 5× 5 for larger
receptive field since there remains only one MV2 block in the whole
net work, which has c1 = 50 following the In Conv. After MViTv3

block the features are directly sent to AvgPool layer and the final
classification layer. This submission has 66.114 K parameters as
the most one, but is able to quantize to 125.057 K in memory, and
MACs is only down to 11.897 M since convolutions are less. The
mix and distillation configuration stay the same with Submission 2.
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